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A Preview of Our Story
• The Narrative Complexity Design Workshop workshop will:
• • Show you how to view narrative through the eyes of the brain & how to use this
view to enhance the design process.
• • Explain why current tools for story analysis are outdated.
• • Reveal the real purpose of narrative, and use the latest neuroscience to map out
the mechanisms of the mind that create & respond to narratives.
• • Demonstrate how merging the 2002 Nobel-Award-Winning Prospect Theory of
Economics & the widely-accepted Appraisal Theory of Emotions results in the most
accurate, detailed & useful matrix of emotions in existence.
• • Show exactly how our mechanisms of consciousness use these emotions to
reflect our brain's value & prediction judgments, and the powerful ways in
which those judgements influence our behavior & decisions.
• • Provide unique, new tools, such as the Narrative Prioritizer Test—which helps
to measure those crucial value & prediction judgements: and the Story Box—which
visually maps & analyzes any story path, helping to reveal key narrative &
behavior-shaping data.
• • Demonstrate how to specifically apply these discoveries & tools to any design
process—streamlining & enriching the development of creative solutions.

• Using the principles & insights of this scientifically-supported model of the
mind—Narrative Complexity—this workshop will explore story as a science
instead of an art. Approaching it in this way leads to more efficient analysis of
narratives, more precise & focused solutions, and more success in mining narratives
for useful data that can help to direct the design process.
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In the beginning...
• But before we get to all that, we're going to travel back to prehistoric earth—
to the continent of Africa around 100,000 years ago:
• • Now, 100,000 years ago years ago was not a great time for humans. In fact, speaking
purely population-wise, it was actually the worst time ever. After tens of thousands
of years rapid climate fluctuation, the situation had quickly grown even more dire.
A sudden, dramatic climate change was morphing most of the African continent
into an arid, inhospitable landscape.
• • According to recent & compelling research by paleoanthropologist Curtis Marean,
these evolutionary pressures reduced the human population to a single group of as
few as 600 people, a group that persisted valiantly & creatively along the southern
coast of Africa. And humans might've perished altogether if not for one vital &
emerging cognitive tool: story. 100,000 years ago it was, in many ways, the powers of
narrative that saved humans from extinction.
• • These powers were marked by an emerging & ever-deepening capacity to
connect strings of events with causal relationships, and to discern oftencomplex, sometimes-hidden patterns within these strings of events. This
growing ability allowed those coastal humans to develop vital new practices, such as
harvesting—for the first time ever—shellfish from the seabeds, guided by the cycles of
the moon & tides.
• • These coastal populations have also provided the earliest evidence of red ochre
being used in ceremonial ways & to tell these stories visually, as cave art. Humans'
powerful new brains were seeing & applying stories everywhere. At long last, we
had finally begun our epic quest to make sense of our world.
• • And in that crucial moment of evolution, there was one overarching narrative that
helped to shape human adaptations, one that spurred us to pursue those species-saving
strategies & practices. The narrative: our climate was changing, quickly &
dramatically.
• • Although there may be billions of us now, this is something we share with those
prehistoric 600: quick & dramatic climate change is also our overarching global
narrative.
• • This begs one question: how have we—the modern, sophisticated ancestors of
those pioneering storytellers—how have we failed to respond to that very same story in
our own era?
• • How has our own dire climate change narrative failed to spur us to pursue
solutions in the same ways that it transformed those earliest humans?Why are we
still knowingly melting our planet? In other words...
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How is story failing us?
• We've all come to accept the “Power of Story!”
• • We believe we understand the ways in which stories move us, how they motivate us
to act or the ways in which they teach us to behave or believe.
• • Based on this understanding, we’ve accepted the premise: the more a story
"matters" to us (the more important or significant the content) & the more
convincing/compelling the tale, the greater the impact the story has & the greater
the chance it will spur us to act.

• Using this kind of knowledge, we've learned to employ narrative devices to
enhance a story’s persuasiveness: telling the tale of the single starving child
instead of a tale about a nation of starving children.
• • In these ways we believe that we are truly harnessing the powers of story....But this
is a fallacy.
• • There are, in fact, many fundamental mechanics & elements of narrative that we
don't fully understand.

• For example: the failure of the climate change narrative to compel a genuine
American response is a significant, massive case of our misunderstanding of story.
• • If a story that's both important & compelling is supposedly more likely to make us
fall under its spell, then why is the story of climate change of seemingly so little interest to
so many Americans?
• • Very high importance involved: the future of our species & civilization as we know
it. Very convincing narrative elements: melting glaciers & 97% expert opinion. And
yet, we're in the middle of an election in which this narrative isn't even part of the
discussion.
• • How could that be? How have we not been able to present this story in such a way
that it compels our people & government to act?

• Because how & why we respond to stories is extremely complex, and we are still
treating narrative like an art, as opposed to a science—which is how our brain
treats narrative, as a science.
• • This workshop will show you how to view narrative through the eyes of your
brain.
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• One example of the ancient, outdated tools we use to analyze & explore
narrative: the classic story arc...

• • Typical story arc charts only show us the level of activity, fluidity or chaos in
story elements.
• • Might also think of this as a peak in the narrative's "abstract" elements vs. the
more cohesive, defined or "concrete" narrative circumstances that typically begin &
end these kinds of narrative structures.
• • But this means only one kind of information is communicated in the story arcs
and it's usually not that useful.

• In the story arcs presented by these charts, a vast array of diverse stories can
look exactly the same.
• • The simple story arcs may give us order from chaos but they do not give us
understanding from chaos.
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• Applying the principles & mechanisms of Narrative Complexity can help to
create understanding from that chaos. This is something that the brain is
already doing by using these narratives in subconscious ways (i.e., generating
emotions).
• • We need to consciously understand the subconscious impact of these narratives.
• • Using principles of Narrative Complexity I’ve created tools (we’ll get to them a
little later) that can be used in the design process—tools such as the “Story Box,”
which replaces the traditional story arc as a way to visually map & analyze a story. A
Story Box can help us to create understanding from that chaos.

• Current narrative theory is based on the soft side of psychology—a realm
where old, unscientific models of the mind still have considerable sway.
• • The modern science of psychology has long-dismissed the usefulness of sources like
Freud & Jung to understand the human mind, but this is not true of those who
analyze & theorize about narrative.
• • Using Freud & Jung to help understand the principles of narrative is like using
leaches or bloodletting to help you understand the principles of surgery.

• But neuroscience and psychology are, indeed, merging.
• • New science about the brain can transform our understanding of story and take it
out of the Dark Ages.
• • We can remove the discussion of leaches & bloodletting from our modern story
science.

• This is what Narrative Complexity does.
• • Let's go back to the beginning and build our understanding of story from the
ground up. Using the brain as our blueprint...
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• This diagram illustrates my view of this blueprint—an original hypothetical
model of consciousness that I call Narrative Complexity...

• • The full theory (presented as a series of essays) is @ www.rsalvador.com/complexity.html
• • A huge portion of our brain (nearly the entire left hemisphere) is dedicated to this
narrative-building process—which means it’s obviously pretty important. This leads to
our first question in rebuilding our understanding of story: What is narrative’s real purpose?
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Inside this handbook...
• How to take advantage of your brain
• Building & Analyzing a Story Box
• General Impact Survey
• Value Survey
• Validity Survey
• Narrative Priotizor Test
• Matrix of Primary Human Emotions
• Very Complex Emotions (Mixes of Primary Emotions)
• The Story Surrounding & Story Box for Key Card
• The Story Surrounding & Story Box for Fishing With Dynamite
• Story Box for Climate Change Narrative
• Analyzing Failed Narratives: Targeting Beliefs
• replacing Failed Narratives: Engaging Beliefs
• Diagram of Narrative Complexity

The story surrounding Fishing With Dynamite
• Let’s apply this process to our Fishing With Dynamite scenario, beginning with
one of those primary sources, a hypothetical interview from the first phase of
this design challenge:

• With some follow-up questions or NPT-based value estimations, you can use a
Story Box to break down & analyze this narrative. Highlight & give the
necessary context to design opportunities and identify other useful data in this
narrative pattern. That Story Box might look something like this...
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Story Box for Fishing With Dynamite

• Y-axis measures willingness to adhere to sustainable fishing behavior vs.
willingness to adhere to dynamite fishing behavior (instead of actual adherence).
• • Willingness is more useful measurement because it's a more true indication of how
close/far individual is from adherence, which is the goal. i.e., Individual may be totally
willing to adhere, but a technical aspect is preventing adherence; even though they may
still be 100% non-compliant that doesn't tell us how close to change they truly are.

• First thing might do is compare to other the Story Box with “V” paths—these
stories might provide clues to solution.
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